
 

Many factory automation installations are set up with programming software from Rockwell Automation. rslogix 5000 is one of the most commonly used packages. Programming for this system is accomplished using a proprietary language called “Logix 5000” or "L5". Although L5 can be learned, it requires significant time and effort to become proficient at designing control systems. Given the
complexity of the language, many users find an easier solution in finding rslogix 5000 Activation Keys or dongles for sale online. A dongle works like an activation key in that it provides access to the restricted features of Logix 5000 software products. The difference is that an activation key must be purchased and then physically installed on the computer. To use the dongle, it must be plugged into
the serial port of the computer. The programs available for rslogix 5000 are software utilities that allow you to use a simulated analog output on a digital RS-485 interface to simulate a mechanical or electrical system in your building. This allows you to test your system with a single input and output before programming it into your installation. Once the program is loaded onto a computer, one can
choose from three different types of sensors: digital inputs/outputs, analog inputs/outputs, or sensor registers. Sensors can be connected to inputs and outputs and fed through a register, which is a circuit board designed for connecting multiple sensors. The programming of RS-485 devices on a computer can be done in one of two ways: hardware or software. Before choosing the method, decide which
type of sensor you want to use. A digital input/output sensor converts analog signals into digital data for processing on the computer. An analog input/output (AI/O) device accepts an analog signal from an analog or mechanical sensor and converts it into a digital signal that is then processed via the computer's hardware bus. Whenever possible, choose AI/O because it is easier to directly connect several
sensors to the computer's hardware bus for analysis. Once you have made the decision of which type of sensor to use, decide on how many sensors you want to connect to the computer at one time. You can connect up to 20 digital inputs or outputs, 10 analog inputs or outputs, or up to 10 sensor registers per computer. With analog input/output devices, you can input up to 40 sensors per system.

Platforms: Additional APIs available for RS-485 interface are 

The "rslogix 5000" platform consists of a main backbone board with components mounted on it including power supply, microprocessor, RAM memory arrays for I/O's. The main backbone is mounted on an anti-vibration mount.This includes the following parts: 

"rslogix5000.org" is described as a place to buy RS Logix 5000 dongles, keys, and other products that are compatible with the program. The website offers direct links to eBay auctions for RS-485 dongles and keys, but products are also available from third-party sellers on sites including Amazon, eBay, Newegg, and others. Linking to any of these pages will take you to a page with details on "rslogix
5000 activation key"and other RS-485 related products.
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